
Sparkly Stars Adjustable Bangle
Project B3055   [Skill Level: Beginner]
Designer: Karlin Jones

Add on a pretty collection of Beadelle crystal pave beads and Nunn Design star charms to your adjustable bangle for a trendy, yet classic
look.

What You'll Need

Adjustable Wire Bangle Bracelet, Add a Charm, 1 Bracelet, Silver Plated
SKU: JB-2578
Project uses 1 piece

Beadelle Crystal 6mm Round Pave Beads - Gold Plated / Lt Colorado Topaz (2
Pc)

SKU: BDLL-0604
Project uses 2 pieces

Beadelle Crystal Candy 8mm Round Pave Clay Bead Crystal (1 Piece)
SKU: BDLL-6254
Project uses 1 piece

Nunn Design Charm, 11x15mm Nautical Star, 1 Piece, Antiqued Gold
SKU: PND-05156
Project uses 1 piece

Nunn Design Stamping Charms, 18x22mm Nautical Stars, 2 Pieces, Brass
SKU: PND-05104
Project uses 1 piece

22K Gold Plated Ball Head Pins 24 Gauge 1.5 Inch (x20)
SKU: FHP-3029
Project uses 3 pieces

22K Gold Plated Open Jump Rings 5mm 20 Gauge (100)
SKU: FJR-5250
Project uses 4 pieces

Specialized Tools

Xuron Sharp Flush Cutter Pliers - Wire/Soft Flex
SKU: XTL-5600

Beadsmith Jewelry Fine Round Nose Micro Pliers
SKU: XTL-5514

Beadsmith Jeweller's Micro Pliers Chain Nose Flat Nose
SKU: XTL-5511

Instructions:
1. Open up a gold plated jump ring with your chain nose pliers and slide it onto the bent wire loop on the right side of your adjustable

wire bangle and close. Open up another jump ring and slide it onto that first jump ring. Before closing, also slide on the loop from
your 18x22mm Nunn Design star charm and close.

2. Next, slide your Beadelle crystal pave bead onto a gold plated ball head pin. Using your round nose pliers, create a simple wire
loop and snip off the excess wire using your flush cutters.

3. Repeat this process with your two other topaz Beadelle beads. Add each onto a ball head pin and create simple wire loops.

4. Open up the simple wire loop from one of your topaz beads (how you would a jump ring) and slide it onto the bottom bar on the
front side of your adjustable wire bangle and close. See photo for reference.

5. Next, open up a jump ring and slide it onto the bar next to the topaz bead. Close the jump ring. Open up another jump ring and
slide it onto the first jump ring and also slide on the the loop from a 11x15mm Nunn Design star charm and close.

6. Repeat the process of adding beads onto the bracelet. Add on your crystal Beadelle bead followed by your second topaz bead. See
photo.

7. You're done!

Variations

Look through a variety of charms to add on to your adjustable wire bangle.

When substituting in items, pay attention to sizes and styles to make sure all your pieces will fit together.
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